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It’s so obvious most people miss it, but then overtness has become a tool of propaganda
and disinformation. Do it all (LIE and deceive) in plain sight and do it BIG. Straight out
of Goebbels' handbook on propaganda.

Stooge

It seemed for a brief moment that Trump was a maverick, an outsider but then reality intervened.
Consider the fact that Trump has received more FREE media time -- and continues to do so -- than
any other contender, now president in US HISTORY. FREE, mind you, when the mass media
propaganda apparatus is owned and run by elite interests that charge like wounded bulls for media
time -- so what gives? If media plutocrats are willing to sacrifice a great deal of income surely this
money-loving elite must have a reason. Indeed they do, but a little more on that later, suffice to say
at this stage the plutocrats have a self-serving agenda, obvious.

We all should know there’s no such thing as a ‘free lunch,’ if nothing else, life teaches everyone that
hard reality but Trump continues to receive unprecedented free media coverage -- to what end? Now
referring to the elite agenda, which is that Trump will lead the USA into a major war with Russia
and/or China via attacks on Iran.

Strategies are currently underway to curry favour with Putin while at the same time vehemently
opposing China and Iran, two of Russia’s most critical allies -- is Putin that stupid? Perhaps, as
Russia continues to suffer major hardships from the ongoing sanctions, which sanctions world
leaders (elite puppets) constantly remind Trump he MUST maintain but he won't, plain to see. So it
appears as though Trump may be offering a way out of Russia's oppression, note I said appears, as
the real reason is to divide and conquer, China, Iran AND Russia, if Russia is foolish enough to take
the bait.

Okay, we have established that the elite owned and CFR directed mass media is supporting Trump,
forget content, there is no such thing as bad publicity, after all Trump is president, notwithstanding
the entire mass media 'opposed' him; however, in the final stages of the election campaign Hillary
was trashed good and proper by the media and government bureaucrats in high official positions,
coincidence, not likely!. And before you dismiss these observations as far fetched, the BIGGEST
INDICATOR OF ALL hasn’t missed a beat, are you aware of that critical barometer? The fuckin’
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international stock markets are actually gaining. So what does it all suggest? Clearly, Trump is
THEIR boy, forget the game of charades, Trump is actually following the next stage of the elite
agenda, WAR.

Can YOU believe how little press Trump’s torture policy received? CONDONING TORTURE for
Christ’s sake -- condemned internationally as counter-productive and BARBARIC, notwithstanding it
remains ILLEGAL in the western world. That alone should have been enough to remove him from
office on moral and humanitarian grounds, but that OFFENCE against humanity only received a
little, tame air time -- there was NO OUTRAGE, which should have been the case in any civilised
society, why? Because media owners decided it was not offensive, in fact it serves their agenda of
elite globalist rule.

Indeed, Trump is preparing the people for a totalitarian POLICE STATE, all indicators point to
exactly that. Now keep in mind constant free media time, stable and prospering stock markets and
the horrendous filth that now issues from Trump’s executive pen -- note his ban on Muslim
immigration from a number of countries BUT NOT Saudi Arabia, which is the world leader of cruel
oppression on the domestic front and is well known as the MAJOR supporter of extremist Jihadi
groups WORLDWIDE, give me a break with that omission, but you see, the elite need the Saudis for
their proxy wars and so Saudi Arabia was not included as a source of terrorism, RIDICULOUS!
Trump, is nothing but a lackey demagogue, following the elite agenda, readers should note that the
Status Quo has not missed a beat in fact it has accelerated and taken a turn for the worse from an
outside POV but the elite are delighted in their new puppet?

Trump is now quite openly pursuing the elite agenda but few have noticed, all the usual indicators
point directly to the fact that Trump is THEIR man, clearly not a man of the PEOPLE, though he
NEVER was.

Now keep an eye as we continue in the Trump presidency, more elite policies will become evident..
Save your uninformed criticism until time verifies all the above and more, and you prove the matter
for yourselves, providing of course, you have a few functional brain cells to bless yourself with. The
agenda is major WARS, probably limited nuclear, and a totalitarian American Police State.
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